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Well the start of 2015 has made history in many respects already and it’s only just begun! 

We have witnessed the 2nd January election in the state’s history, with the minimum time 

frame allowed for campaigning, the results wouldn’t encourage a repeat. Snap elections 

tend to polarise the vote between the two major parties and governments in trouble 

certainly understand that when all else seems lost, it’s an act of desperation.  

In stating the obvious, the result could easily have created history with regard to the minor 

parties; many voters simply had no alternative, other than the two major parties and voted 

accordingly. The minor parties were caught without candidates, without time and without 

the financial means to wage a campaign. It seems the ‘landslide’ could have consumed 

many more sitting MPs otherwise. Considering the results, the significant swings and the 

defiance of voters in following how-to-vote cards (a growing trend for at least a decade), it 

would behove the elected MPs to consider their responsibility to the people of this state as 

their first priority!  

It is interesting to objectively listen to the comments of those MPs ‘suffering’ the will of the 

people and democracy at work…comments like, ‘We did the right thing but…’ from the ex-

Treasurer, Tim Nicolls, seem to indicate the lessons aren’t yet learned by some. Others, like 

LNP leadership hopeful, Fiona Simpson, (daughter of Gordon Simpson MP, elected during 

the Joh era), had the good grace to accept that the people have decisively spoken on the 

sale/lease of state assets, amongst other issues. Her succinct and accurate comment, “We 

stuffed up!”  

On the ALP, and now likely, government benches…the Premier-elect, Anastacia Palaszczuk 

(daughter of ex-Minister, Henry Palaszczuk, also elected during the Joh era), acknowledged 

the ALP would have to govern differently this time and for ALL Queenslanders…well the 

translation from words to actions has proven the undoing of governments from both sides 

of the house previously. Today begins her opportunity to prove she is determined to be 

faithful to her commitment to Queensland, ahead of the left-wing extremes of her 

predecessors. The farming communities will look forward to seeing some representation of 

their needs as a matter of urgency. Her photo ops during the campaign, gazing over the 

pristine waters of the GBR and arguing for further reduction of fertilisers by farmers, doesn’t 

equate to her faithfully representing ALL farmers though. 

 

For those who heard the voter’s discontent and dismay across the state, the result was 

neither surprising, nor undeserved. The Beattie government rendered every voter within 

SEQ to be roughly twice the electoral worth of every voter outside of the SE corner…it 

currently takes about two rural/regional voters to every one city voter, to elect an MP to the 

Queensland parliament, to say nothing of the inequity in the size of electorates. The LNP, on 

entering government did nothing to redress that gerrymander and instead applied the focus 

of their attention to SEQ also, paying little more than lip service to the negative effects of 

their policies on the farming communities of the state or those in regional areas.  



Both sides of the parliament must exorcise their view of parliamentary service as 

government directing voters through taxpayer funded propaganda, while the public are 

expected to suffer the consequences quietly, OR ELSE. Social media has clearly stamped its 

foot at media monopolies and taxpayer funded advertisements, the winds of change are 

howling and, as usual, Queensland is at the forefront of change… 

Along with the Burdekin ACFA executive, I held discussions with local federal Member, 

George Christensen MP immediately after the state election in an effort to resolve the 

impasse with grower pricing and other industry anomalies and inequities. Submissions will 

be called within the next two weeks for industry stakeholders to provide their take on 

solutions for the industry. I would encourage you all to add your voice and support for 

necessary regulatory corrections for the farming sector. 

Just one of the failed policies imposed on the sugar industry, during the Howard/Beattie era, 

was the re-regulation of the industry, removing market power from growers while imposing 

‘all risk and all responsibility’ and allowing the millers and manufacturers to exercise ‘a 

might is right’ disregard for growers rights or interests. Mills now have the right to increase 

tonnages or area, without providing additional infrastructure or increased throughput to 

match the growth, instead simply enforcing an extended season length.  

Every year since deregulation has seen a further deterioration of the industry from the sell-

out or closure of mills (a direct consequence of the loss of income from removal of tariffs), 

extension of season length, poor performances by mills across the industry and growers 

suffering the inevitable consequences. This year, Mossman mill ended its season on 15th 

January, still with cane as standover in the paddocks. The inevitable losses for the 2015 

season will also be borne by those growers and the direct cause has been the cost of the 

deregulation of the industry and the blatant disregard for the consequences for all sugar 

producers in the state. Likewise, other mills across the industry have seen later finishes and 

earlier starts, extending the seasons well beyond the optimum season length and further 

reducing the returns to the growing sector. 

Like the MPs of Queensland, there are lessons to be learned by grower representatives 

across the industry, who have failed to demand of conservative governments and ALP alike, 

the necessary policies to profitably and successfully operate a farming enterprise as an 

essential and valuable resource in the state’s framework. This representation has too often 

been lukewarm and lacking in political expertise or understanding. The clock is well past 

midnight for Australian farming enterprises. Having recently attended the cattleman’s rally 

at Winton, it was heart-wrenching but not surprising to listen to the anguish and the pain of 

yet another rural industry suffering the poor policy decisions and neglect of government 

representation…it has been a cry repeated with every successive government since the days 

of Joh Bjelke-Petersen, when farmers, and Queenslanders in general, were unashamedly the 

focus of every decision of government. An era when more state and federal infrastructure 

was built than at any time in this state’s history, when farmers were celebrated for 

producing the highest productivity and best quality produce in the world. It was the era that 

saw a free hospital system which was the envy of the world. An era when more than 2,000 

people a week crossed the borders to live in a state with job opportunities, affordable 



homes and where small businesses were given the opportunity to successfully service their 

communities without having duopoly retail predators set up half a dozen similar businesses 

in close proximity, to force them out of business.  

To those who think that learning the lessons of history is ‘uncool’ or ‘backward thinking’, I 

wonder how the present economic failures will be addressed or regarded by our children’s 

children? I wonder how they will regard our efforts to reform the incompetence that 

created it or the lack of courage of those who refused to confront it? Often paraphrased by 

Churchill, is the quote by George Santayana, “Progress, far from consisting in change, 

depends on retentiveness. When change is absolute there remains no being to improve and 

no direction is set for possible improvement: and when experience is not retained, as 

among savages, infancy is perpetual. Those who cannot remember the past are condemned 

to repeat it.” Wake up, Australia…change for the sake of change leads to certain 

destruction…  
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